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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

WELL...for the sport fans, a nice
bit of info. The American motocross
team won the Motocross des Nations in
Europe. U.S. TEAM RIDERS were
David Bailey, Jeff Ward, Broc Glover,
and Mark Barnett. Congratulations!

After many lengthy conversations
and long distance phone calls, most of
us on the Executive Committee have
come to the conclusion that, in order to
build up membership, we need to have
the cooperation of ALL THE SIDE-
CAR MANUFACTURERS AND DIS-
TRIBUTORS, to see that United Side-
car Association material is put into the
sidecar sale packet.

If possible, the customer's name
should be forwarded to the Association
via Terry Strassenburg. This method
would provide the new sidecarist with
the help he might need in installing and
driving his outfit.

But the real important reason is to
keep the sidecar owner up on new
products, and developments in sidecar
technology.

Most sidecar owners will purchase
another sidecar later. It is most defi-
nitely to the sidecar manufacturer or
distributor's advantage that his custom-
ers be members of the Association.
Together as enthusiasts we can make
our sport an ever greater one.

Word from our National Rally
Director, Dan Doyle, is that the 1984
NATIONAL SIDECAR RALLY will be
in Interlochen, Michigan, June 28 to
July 1. Of course, more details will be
coming from Dan as things get
wrapped up at his end.
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FROM WHERE I SIT - HAK
For this and the next several issues, you

will be treated to your survey result responses.

Sidecarists are a remarkably stable and
uniform group, although as individuals you
hold very decided and unique view-points. I
sub-tabulated the responses for the first 50,
then compared them to the results of the
second 50, and so forth. Each group of 50
showed surprizingly little variance with the
other groups.

Responses are in the same ratio as the
memberships in each state. We were delighted
to receive responses from Canada (as ex-
pected), and from as far away as Australia.

Information from the survey will be
collected and will be available from the USCA
book officer later.

A few points of immediate concern:

Our financial condition is stable but low.
We've been steadily losing ground since 1980,
in spite of the dues increase.

Your response to the survey was to
Maintain a regular monthly issue of the SIDE-
CARIST, but you would not be upset if an
occasional issue were omitted for cause. So
the Nov/Dec and Jan/Feb issues will be com-
bined, somewhat larger ones, to get caught up
financially.

Most members indicated no objection to
a modest dues increase, if necessary. For 1984,
the dues will be increased slightly. The new
dues structure will be $20 for new members,
and $18 for renewals.

A statement of financial condition and
why these steps were necessary will be shown
below.

Several members took the opportunity to
express a particular grievance when they
returned their survey. And because of that
grievance, they stated they probably would not
renew their membership.

In many cases the grievance was real and
their points were very well taken.

May I suggest, instead of keeping your
grievance to yourself, or airing it on the
sidecar grapevine, you tell us about it before
you throw in the towel. We are all part of the
family of sidecarists.

We try not to offend any person or group.
But, like in any family, there will on occasion
be issues or situations when we will not see
eye to eye. We may do something offensive
quite innocently and without guile. The prob-
lem may be something we can correct if only
you tell us.

If something bugs you, it may bug some-
one else, too. If our survey is correct, any
given response will be found in at least 2% of
the membership. That is 50 individuals. Each
one may be waiting for the other to tell us
what bothers him.

Communication is a two-way street. With
your help, we can help you. Together we will
build the USCA into the finest group of
motorcyclists anywhere.

Hal Kendall
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Chapter Director’s Corner
Hi everyone! Let's all welcome Shirley

Moline as New Mexico chapter director.
Shirley's name is familiar to many of you, as
she was Colorado Chapter Director before
moving to New Mexico. She will also serve
those of you in northern Texas. Shirley's
address is Box 459, La Luz, NM 88337.

I want to thank all of you for your letters.
Now that things are settled down, it will be
easier for me to answer. I appreciate them, it's
important I hear from as many as possible.

We are fortunate to have so many super
Chapter Directors right now. Several states
don't have Chapter Directors. If you live in one
of those and would like to know more about
being one, please contact me. Being a Chapter
Director is a rewarding experience; the main
enjoyment for Sue and I was meeting all those
neat sidecarists. If you are lucky enough to be
served by a Chapter Director now, contact
them. They can always use help and support.
They welcome your input.

This year has been a great sidecar year.
Sidecar activities have been growing for the
last few years, and this one was no exception.
Many chapters had rallies, picnics, and other
gatherings. My thanks to all of you who
organized, worked on, and attended these
functions. Your continued support of the local
events will insure that others will happen.

Most chapters are planning their 1984
events now; this is the time to start. The
question always arises: "What type of event
should we do?" A quick look at 1983 can give
you some ideas.

A picnic seems to work well. Ask Mary
Cron in New Jersey, Chuck and Ardis Foust in
Michigan, Larry Lehr in Georgia, and Dorde
Woodruff in Utah. These directors all had
successful picnics in the past year.

A wine tour works well in those states
with a vinyard or two. Dan Doyle, Northern
California Chapter Director, and myself both
had successful wine tasting gatherings.

Of course, rallies come in all shapes and
sizes. Organized rallies like the very success-
ful New England Sidecar Rally put on by Carl
and Cindy Johnson in Maine can be a good
idea. The Kickapoo Rally put on by Ed
Johnson and the other Illinois directors is
another. Kickapoo had success in getting
sponsors, to keep the cost to a minimum.

The N.W. Sidecar Pilots' annual Invita-
tional co-sponsored by USCA-NW is another
excellent idea for a rally. The no-pin, no-
trophy, no-fees (except for camping) concept
also has been successful for the Brass Monkey
Rally put on by Arizona Chapter Director
Dave Tenpenny.

Another idea is to plan your events in
conjunction with another one. An example is
the USCA-IBS going to the Heart Fun Ehef it
Run each March, a worthy event spo sored by
an AMA club. Another is that the Northern
California Chapter attends Laguna Seca every
year, camping on the grounds. They do a
parade lap before the races start.

These are but a few of the successful
ideas from the past year alone. Your chap-ter
can try one of thse -- or something else which
sounds appealing to you. The options are
endless. Please provide input to your Chapter
Director. If you don't have one, how about
contacting me about becoming one?

Safe Sidecaring, Jim Krautz
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Editorial Corner
Introduction

In the effort to continue to improve the
SIDECARIST, the Association has hired a
new professional editor, me. Members might
be interested in knowing my qualifications.

First and most important, I'm a motor-
cycling enthusiast. I learned to ride more
than two decades ago on a Vespa, one of my
then-husband's toys. He got custody of it
when we got divorced. But I was the one
who continued to ride it. I was only a Sun-
day rider, though, until I bought a real
motorcycle in 1973. He finally sold the
faithful scooter, but up until now I have
never been able to sell any of my two-
wheeled pets which so far number three
going on four.

I've been writing for motorcycle maga-
zines and newspapers since that first Cycle
News article in 1976. Before that I did other
kinds of freelance writing and photography;
now it's mostly for motorcycling publica-
tions. I also have some staff experience. My
training is not in English or journalism, as
you might expect, but in science (thesis
writing is rigorous training), so although I'm
not as good a wrench as I'd like to be, I'm
used to technology.

It was while I was looking for feature
bikes, in this case hacks, that I met Doug
Bingham. He treated me to a tire-scraping
ride in the Santa Monica Mountains; I
discovered that sidecaring was an exciting
part of motorcycling experience.

After that I made sidecaring one of my
specialties in motojournalism, and although
I'm but a baby sidecarist myself, I can't
think of any motojournalist in the U.S. who
has more experience in the subject than me.

It took me a while to get a sidecar, and
up to now I haven't had the pleasure of a lot
of miles with a rig, because the high-mile-
age Kawie I first used had a long string of
problems.

But now that my Bingham Mark I is on
a BMW R80 G/S, things are gonna be differ-
ent! Now I've got to start all over customiz-
ing the Beemer, however. Part of the prob-
lem is that this is a dual-purpose, on-and-off
pavement rig (the Bingham has a big 11
inches of clearance), so it will have more
strenuous use than your average outfit.

Being both a born and a trained re-
searcher interested in everything that has
anything to do with motorcycling I keep
busy learning about different aspects of the
sport. This includes riding as many different
bikes as possible, thanks mainly to tours and
tests for publications. In the past year for
instance, I've ridden bikes as diverse as the
XL200R Honda, the GPZ Kawasaki, and the
FXRT Harley-Davidson, and several others.
And tried out, briefly, a Neval combination,
a /2 BMW rig, and a Honda CX500 with the
trail change.

I've met a lot of you at rallies, and I'm
impressed with sidecar people, and looking
forward to meeting many more. I expect I
am going to enjoy this job.

There will be conflicting ideas, in part,
from different members, on what the SIDE-
CARIST should be, motorcyclists being the
individuals they are. One change will be the
addition of a regular letters column, and I
hope by that, or whatever means, you mem-
bers will let us know how we can increase
your enjoyment of this magazine.

It may seem a little quixotic to hire a
professional editor when the dues need to be
raised. But the consensus in the Association
seems to be that the magazine is important.
And the cost of a part-time editor is very
small compared to the costs of printing and
distribution.

Safe Riding

Dorde Woodruff
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Letters
BIKE AUSTRALIA
 TO HAK

The sidecar movement is really gaining
momentum here. We expect big things in the
near future.

Your article on converting a solo to sidecar
use is up to your usual high standard, and we'll
include it in the sidecar issue. When we do go to
press on it, the article will include information on
all Australian manufacturers.

Believe it or not, one of our biggest prob-
lems in getting the sidecar issue organized was
the tremendous amount of information we got
from you. It's so exhaustive in scope that to do it
justice we have had to do a lot more homework.
Still, when it hits the stands it will be the best
thing done in Australia so far.

Sorry about the America's Cup!

Grant Roff, Bike Australia, Sydney

SIDECARS FOR TWO OR
MORE

My wife and I are both 50 years young. We
have two sons still at home, one 14 and the other
seven. After several years away from motor-
cycles, I bought a bike nine years ago. My next
one came in '76.

We all love to ride, but I've been laid up
with a bad knee for 18 months now. With my
knee, I think a sidecar rig would help, and we
could all go at one time until the older boy can
ride solo. Is it legal or possible to get a sidecar
the two boys could ride in?

Leslie Paugh, Sr. Mesquite, Texas

Dear Leslie:
Many motorcyclists have turned to a sidecar

after suffering some infirmity, accident, or loss of
limb. Not only does a sidecar outfit offer tremen-
dous stability, but it can be adapted readily for
specific conditions.

For example, remote controls can be fitted
to change foot controls to hand controls. The
automatic Guzzi, Hondas, or Suzuki simplify
operation. The Tomco or Turner outfits allow a
wheelchairist to run them from the sidecar.

While most sidecars accomodate only single
adult, Watsonian offers a dual adult and also a
child/adult version. Moturist offers a two- and a
three-seater. Side-Strider offers a two-adult
version. And Thompson handles the Squire,
which also has child/adult models. Some owners
have widened or lengthened sidecars for addi-
tional room.

In almost all states it's legal to operate a
sidecar with as many occupants as it has seats
for. It's very difficult to accumulate all the legal
vehicle requirements for all 50 states, so readers
should enquire in their home states.

Hal Kendall

WORD FROM TEXAS
My sidecaring began in April, 1982, with a

1978 FLH with H-D sidecar. We tried to organize
a gathering of sidecarists last November, but the
weather turned bad and no one came.

My 3,500-mile vacation trip took me to
Florida this year, where I spent eight days. We
camped and motelled and visited Daytona Beach,
Kennedy Space Center, and some orange groves.

There are four sidecar members in the local
Cavaliers Motorcycle Club. We meet every
Wednesday night, rain or shine, sometimes on
two wheels, or three or four. The first Wednesday
of the month is for business, otherwise we meet
and ride somewhere for supper.

Is there a sidecar rider training course
nearby? Why no long distance contest this year?

Mike Ward, No. 2223 Bryan, Texas

See over...
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Mike:
Sorry, no rider schools in Texas. The nearest

is Chicago, but we may soon have skill schools
in California and Washington.

Al Johnson is in charge of the long distance
rider contest. Al - please comment.

Sidecarists interested in meeting with the
Cavaliers should contact Mike Ward, 4011
March, Bryan, TX 77803.

If in the Fort Worth/Dallas area, contact
Perry Bushong of Fort Worth BMW.

If in the Houston area, contact Hal Kendall.

Letter Answering Policy
Letters will be answered by the editor, a

member of the Executive Committee, or a
qualified expert, depending on the subject.

We reserve the right to edit for length or
clarity. Opinions expressed in letters are not
necessarily the same as official views of the
Association.

Letters
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
By Hal Kendall

I have not yet received the financial state-
ment for 1983, but our reserve is low, just about
enough for the publication and distribution of a
single issue of the SIDECARIST, before renew-
als come in for 1984.

We raised the dues from $10 to $15 to cover
the cost of the supplemental issues of the maga-
zine. The supplements soon turned into full-
blown issues. The print cost increased from
$6439 to $17,473 while income from dues
increased from $13,807 to $20,554. These dues
amounts are about 60% of total income from all
sources.

Total income increased from $24,167 in
1981 to $34,395. However, expenses also in-
creased, from $21,959 to $38,362 in 1982. Were
it not for a small cushion outstanding from 1981,
we would have been in the hole.

Our practice has always been, if any mem-
ber feels he cannot raise the full membership fee
we will honor his pledge to renew if he will send
in what he can afford, then follow up when
possible. Eighteen dollars per year is $1.50 a
month. We are computerized, so extend your
membership by any number of months you
desire; renewing for the whole year, if you can,
does help the bookkeeping.
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Tec Tips
Sidecar Lighting Systems

Some sidecars are equipped with adequate lights
and others are not, according to the results of our recent
survey. Many members reported installing additional
lights for various purposes.

Many states have no specific regulations for
sidecar lighting. Others require a sidecar headlight to be
fitted, or various forms of side lighting on the hack.

Regardless of regulations, the following lights are
recommended for safety, whether or not they were
original equipment on the sidecar. Just be sure that
lights you add conform to any applicable vehicle code.
And vehicle codes change from year to year so be sure
to verify you have the most recent up to date edition.

Several sidecar outfits have been run down from
behind while the driver was stationary at a stop sign or
waiting at a red light. So be sure your rear end is
covered. Add a stop/taillight to the right rear side of the
sidecar. It should be tied into the motorcycle taillight so
that it is illuminated whenever the motorcycle taillight
is on. The sidecar stoplight needs to be tied into the
motorcycle stoplight so as to activated both whenever
the front or rear brake is applied. It may be possible to
use a taillight assembly to match the taillight on the
motorcycle.

Other road users have a right to know the width
of a vehicle they are approaching or overtaking. Some
sidecars come with a running light on the fender. Any
time you drive at night, be sure you show a white or
amber light to the front, and an amber or red one to the
rear, as a clearance light. A taillight may serve this
purpose to the rear.

Regulations regarding turn signals on motor-
cycles vary from state to state. Regardless, turn signals
are an excellent idea, a proven safety device. How can
you operate the clutch while your left hand is out-
stretched in a manual signal? Or your throttle or front
brake while your right hand is outstretched? Turn
signals can be fitted to any motorcycle if not stock
equipment.

Whether original equipment or owner-installed,
there is no problem with the left side of the motorcycle.
But with a sidecar, where would the right-hand turn
signals be fitted?

If your sidecar is permanently mounted, the turn
signals can also be installed permanently, on the right
side of the sidecar, front and rear.

If you sometimes drive solo and other times
attach the sidecar, you should have turn signals fitted
both to the right side of the motorcycle, and also to the
right side of the sidecar. However, only one set at a
time should be activated. Or, if the right-hand turn
signals can be taken off the motorcycle easily, a
mounting for them can be made on the right side of the
sidecar, and they can be moved back and forth as the
need arises.

Another possibility is to use the right-hand
motorcycle turn signals as clearance lights. On some
motorcycles the turn signals already function thusly,
staying on all the time then blinking when you're
signalling. For others you can obtain aftermarket
equipment which will make them do this. Here, again,
you can get a second set for the sidecar, running only
one set at a time. Or else move the right-hand set back
and forth, according to whether you're riding solo or
with the sidecar attached. Or mount them permanently
on the sidecar if you never take it off.

When you install lights in a sidecar, be sure to run
the wires carefully, where they are least likely to be
damaged. It's good practice to fuse the sidecar lights
separately, so if its relatively exposed electrical system
is damaged, the whole bike or its lights (depending on
circuitry) won't turn off.

Additional lighting beyond the above may
include a driving-, spot-, or foglight. If a driving light is
fitted be sure it's adjusted so it won't blind oncoming
motorists. When adding this type of high output (high
wattage) light, be sure you do not exceed the capability
of your alternator, or your system will discharge.

A voltmeter or ammeter is helpful to tell you if
your system is functioning properly. A voltmeter reads
the voltage across the battery. It should be tied into the
ignition switch so it shows the voltage only when the
ignition is on. Its range should be from 8 to 16 volts for
a 12-volt system.
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Sidecar Lighting Systems, Cont.
Typically, with the ignition on, and prior to

starting the engine, the voltmeter will read between
12.0 and 13.5 volts, depending on the state of charge of
the battery and its age. If less than 12 volts, the battery
is in a poor state of health. It may need water, or
replacement.

Once the engine is running, the voltage should
gradually climb to between 13.1 and 14.1 volts,
according to the electrical load, temperature, design,
and the voltage limit of the regulator. If the voltage
does not go higher than 12.2 to 12.6 volts, the system is
quite marginal for the loading. If it exceeds 14.1 volts,
the voltage regulator is not performing properly; you
can expect premature bulb failure and rapid dewatering
or failure of the battery.

The ammeter is another device for checking the
electrical system. It is installed between the positive
terminal of the battery and the rest of the electrical
system, except for the lead to the starter solenoid which
must be bypassed and taken directly off the battery. The
ammeter's range should match the alternator output and
the electrical system. English machines and others with
a small generator should be fitted with a -8, 0, +8
ammeter. An ammeter with a range of -12, 0, +12 is
useful on most machines, while one with a range of -
20, 0 +20 should be fitted to machines with very large
alternators. Ammeters for cars are usually -30, 0, +30
or even -60, 0, +60, not sensitive enough for the small
charging systems used on motorcycles.

Some bikers use both ammeter and voltmeter,
others only the ammeter, or the voltmeter, while others
rely or use none.  And each has its own who will say
why it is the best method.

Typically, with the ignition on, and prior to
starting the engine, the ammeter will show a discharge
for the ignition system. This will be zero for a magneto
capacitative discharge system, 2 to 3 amps for a coil
ignition system, and 3 to 5 amps for a BTZ electronic
ignition system. In addition, if the headlight and
taillight are hardwired, add another 4 to 8 amps of
discharge, depending on how many lights are on.
Hardwired machines are often difficult to start, espe-
cially if the battery is small, less than 25 amp-hours,
and if the ambient temperature is below 50°F.

Tec Tips

Try installing a larger battery (in the side-car,
perhaps), or a relay so that the lights can't be turned on
until the engine is actually running.

Once the engine is running, it's not uncommon
for the system to charge at a high rate for a short while.
As the voltage in the battery builds up, the charge
should drop down to a small positive num ber, between
2 and 5 amps after the battery is fully recovered or
recharged.

If the charging system is adequate and with the
headlight on, when the engine is operating at a speed
over 1500 to 1800 rpm or so, the ammeter should
never show a negative value. However, small, marginal
charging systems may require engine speeds as high as
2500 to 3500 rpm before the system is balanced. If a
negative charge is indicated, except while the engine
idles at a stop, you can expect the battery to lose its
charge, slowly or quickly according to your driving
style.

No article on electrical systems is complete
without a few words about the battery. Always check it
regularly, and be sure it is filled to the correct height
above the plates with distilled water. The easiest way to
kill a battery is to allow it to run dry, or even partially
dry. A sealed lifetime battery eliminates this chore.

All batteries self-discharge at about 1% per day. A
discharged battery quickly loses its life. If it is dis-
charged or partially so, never charge it at a rate of more
than 10% of its amp-hour capacity.

If you do not plan to use your outfit for several
weeks or more, it's conveniant to invest in one of the
trickle chargers that can be left on indefinitely. Some
motorcycle battery-charger leads have ends designed to
remain hooked up to the battery terminals, and a quick-
connect fitting to them. These are particularly helpful
for motorcycles with batteries that are difficult to get at.

Note: These electrical tips are for information
only.  No warranty is made as to their accuracy nor
applicability.  Any use made of this information is at
the reader’s sole risk.
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WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO THOSE GUYS?
By Jim Morris

Haven't you often wondered whatever
happened to all those people that attended the
National Rally last summer? Well, let me start
with my story. Back some 7800 miles ago, my
friend Peter Sorbi who also lives in South
Hadley, Massachusetts, asked me if I wanted to
go. I have to admit that it seemed a lot to do in
just three weeks, but I agreed and away we went.

Peter piloted a GS850 equipped with a
Terraplane sidecar, and was accompanied by his
charming wife Nina. My five-month pregnant
wife Sheryl, and my 11-year-old son Christopher
accompanied me on our GS1000, also equipped
with a Terraplane, and hauling a Road Runner
trailer. We made the long trip out without any
problems except for a little bit of hot weather,
and a few sunny red faces. The countryside was
quite a sight for Christopher, for he had never
been west of the Mississippi before. Sheryl kept
noting the fact that there just weren't any trees
and of all the state that we went through she
liked New England much better.

As we arrived in one Lake Tahoe region to
our surprise we found snow-covered mountains,
and temperatures that were in the low 30's. The
lake sets down beneath the peaks, and the
weather was quite enjoyable for the weekend of
the rally. Peter and I thought we had the distance
trophy in the bag until we met a man from
Florida who had traveled only nine miles further.
Sheryl did receive one of those fantastic hand-
made buckles for the farthest distance traveled as
a passenger. The banquet and awards were held
at the snow-accented Alpine Meadows Ski
Lodge, and it was just absolutely beautiful.

Dan Doyle who was the mastermind behind
the hundreds of smiling faces and all those
festivities did an outstanding job and should be
commended for all the hard work and planning
that went into entertaining some 600 sidecar
enthusiasts.

Let me say one thing for the people who
were unable to attend this year, they will prob-
ably have to wait quite a while before they can
see so many sidecars and people from all over, in
one sunny California campground again.

So this brings us to well, what happened to
those guys from South Hadley?

Sunday morning we packed up our hacks
and Peter headed for Hemet, California, to visit
his cousin. My family decided to tour through
some of the state's better known tourist traps and
parks such as Sutter's Mill, Yosemite, Giant Red-
woods, San Francisco, Monterey, Carmel, Big
Sur, and so on. And then rendezvous with Peter
and Nina in Hemet in a couple of days or so.

When we reached Yosemite we discovered
what people mean by God's Country. But upon
leaving the park we found we were taking more
than just memories with us: a strong rattling
noise inside our power plant. At this point we
remembered an invitation made by two wonder-
ful people met at the rally, Neil Jameson and
Marge Ann Wimpee. "If you're ever near San
Francisco, look us up."

The rattle becoming more and more pro-
found, we headed for the coast. Arriving at Neil's
house in Ben Lomond, we spent the rest of the
day reminiscing about all the sights we saw the
day before, for Neil knows the area we had
traveled in quite well. They invited us to stay
until we could get the bike repaired. Neil, having
an excellent BMW equipped with a unique
Russian sidecar had no past experience with
Suzukis but knew of a dealership in Santa Cruz.

For all you Suzuki pilots - beware of the
Suzuki-Honda dealership in Santa Cruz. They
told me all I needed was a tune-up, and guaran-
teed that would fix the rattle. One cool "C" note
and an unneeded tune-up later, the rattle was
worse than ever. I don't think it would have
bothered me so much if I could have been able to
get on the bike before it began to rattle again.
The dealer's excuse was that the bike was not
designed to pull a sidecar, and that the noise was
clutch slop.

Rally Story
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WHATEVER ... (Cont,)
For around $200 more he would fix it. Well,

gentlemen, I learned my lesson on the slot
machines in Lake Tahoe about throwing money
away, but at least in Tahoe I wasn't getting ripped
off. As I left, he was whimpering about how the
mechanic had to spend two hours repairing the
camchain tensioner, and how I received more
than I paid for.

I was determined I wasn't going to let this
incident ruin my trip. Nel and Marge for the next
couple of days showed us the sights better than
any professional tour guides. We saw parts of
San Francisco, Monterey, Carmel, and Big Sur
that only the natives get to enjoy. Thursday
morning we had to say goodbye and head out for
Hemet to meet Peter and Nina.

We went by Bakersfield and found the home
of my youth had changed like everything else has
in the past twenty years.

We arrived in Hemet late, and Peter and
Nina began to tell us about all the sights they had
seen during the few days we were separated.
Friday morning we got a late start and attempted
to cross the Mojave Desert, which turned out to
be a mistake. Halfway between Twentynine
Palms and Lake Havasu City the bike began to
blow oil and lose power until it stopped dead.
Peter with his 850 pulled the three of us, bike,
sidecar and trailer to Vidal Junction. At this point
I decided the day just wasn't going quite right.

We found a Suzuki dealer in Lake Havasu
City after making a few phone calls, and they
agreed to come and retrieve us. To our surprise
the next morning we found out that this little
town in Arizona is where they moved the original
London Bridge of England to.

Explaining to the gentlemen at the Suzuki
Fun Center about our tight budget, the told us not
to worry, that they'd get us back on the road. The
arrangement was that if I did the work I could
use their shop, tools, and manuals. Never having
worked on a motorcycle engine before, I had my
doubts. But the manual turned out to be price-

less, and their mechanic was at my side the entire
time. The problem was a hole in the piston.

Getting the parts wasn't going to be easy
over this Fourth of July weekend. But John, the
mechanic, got a friend of his in Los Angeles to
pick up the parts needed and bring them to us
some 500 miles away in Arizona. Early Sunday
we began to reassemble the bike, and found my
haunting rattle was only the three bolts on the
starter clutch. The piston was the result of a
badly rigged, broken camchain tensioner, which
the previous shop had failed to inform me about.
Come Monday morning the bike was running
better than ever, and we all sat down to decide on
the bill. First there were the parts, then the
mechanic helping me Friday night, Saturday off
and on, until midnight Sunday, and on Monday
morning. Also, let's not forget the 110-mile round
trip to fetch us out of the desert. The fact that we
all became friends is what was the real problem,
they didn't want to charge me for labor or mile-
age. These three men at the Suzuki Fun Center
must have been sent from heaven. We finally
decided on the $210 for parts, $105 for labor, and
$52.50 for travel. How's that for a completely re-
built upper end? And remember, it was all done
over the Fourth of July weekend. Tuesday morn-
ing we were back on the road again, and every-
thing went smoothly.

As we look back and recall all those funny
and bizarre things that happened to us, who
dared to cross this continent on a motorcycle, we
just can't express how worthwhile it all was. The
nice people we met, the beautiful sights we saw,
and the new friends we made - for without their
help our dreams would not have come true this
summer.

By the way, Jim is the New England Chap-
ter Representative, for Massachusetts, Connecti-
cut, Rhode Island, Vermont, New Hampshire,
and New York. Write or call him for any infor-
mation or help:

Jim Morris, 33 South Street, South Hadley,

MA 01075, Phone: (413)533-6686

Rally Story
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Rally Story
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THOSE GUYS?

John, the mechanic, and Jim Morris at the Suzuki Fun Center at Lake Havasu City. The
trouble is in capable hands.

Christopher Morris, Nina and Peter Sorbi, also Sheryl with one of her more enthusiastic
expressions, on getting closer to sunny Lake Tahoe.
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Rally News
3rd ANNUAL SIERRA-
CASCADE WINTER RALLY
January 6,7,8, 1984

We’ve heard good things about this low profile
event. It's located at the Black Forest Lodge on Califor-
nia Route 36, north of Sacramento and just south of
Lassen Volcanic National Park. This is 10 miles SW of
Chester, and near Lake Almanor.

There are no fees. Also no prizes, pins or orga-
nized tours. However, it is a lot of fun. There are free
movies, a free band on Saturday night, bonfires in the
snow, spectacular scenery, and plenty of places to ride.
Downhill skiing is avail able at nearby Mt. Lassen, and
cross country at the lodge. Motorcyclists both solo and
sidecar are always riding in the snow so maybe they
will think up some sort of competition.

This year there will be an informal ride down to
Baja leaving from the Black Forest Lodge on Sunday
January 10th, everyone is welcome. It will last about a
week, but any amount of riding along is okay.

Camping is free at the lodge. Excellent German
and American cuisine there. Rooms are reasonably
priced, and bar service is available. Other motel chains
are in the area.

For rally or hotel information, contact Ozzie or
Emmi Auer at 916/345-4462 days (Ozzie's BMW
Center in Chico) or 916/342-6933 evenings, or The
Sidecar Shoppe, 916/361-3990 in Sacramento.

GREAT LAKES SC RALLY
By Richard L. Queen

August 12 - 14 the Great Lakes Sidecar Rally
was held at the Cycle-Moore Campground in
Interlochen, MI. It was well attended, with over 150
people and 56 rigs. On Friday evening the rigs started
arriving, and everyone was busy setting up camp and
signing in. We got a nice patch when we signed up.

Steve and Shirley Moore operate this large
campground which caters primarily to motorcyclists,
and also a small motorcycle repair shop. Shirley
planned the rally, and with her family set up the games,
laid out the road tour, and cooked up a great meal.
USCA members helped out wherever needed, and
everyone had a really fun weekend.

The weather cooperated this year, and we had
two days of beautiful sunshine. On Saturday we staged
sidecar games in the morning: blindman's slalom, balls
in the bucket, beans in the tube, and the innertube toss.
There were lots of entries and laughs for all of us.

Saturday afternoon we took a road tour through
the beautiful Lakes area around Interlochen, returning
for a hearty meal of roast beef, corn on the cob, salad,
and extras. Trophies for the games and the road run
were awarded, and at dark motorcycle movies shown.

Ed Johnson came up to join us on Saturday, and
to look the campground over. After talking with Steve
and Shirley, and consulting with other members of the
USCA Executive Committee, they will have the 1984
National Rally here. We'll hear more about this later.

Bike brands represented were: Moto Guzzi,
Honda, BMW, Harley-Davidson, Yamaha, Kawasaki,
and Suzuki. Sidecars were Steib, Watsonian, Velorex,
Vetter, Ride-By-Side, California, Easyrider, Gazelle,
Harley-Davidson, Spirit Eagle, Motorvation, Squire,
Siderider, Kenna, Auburn, as well as homebuilt ones.

A great variety of bikes, sidecars, and people
made this our best Great Lakes Rally ever. Thanks to
everyone who attended, and especially to the Canadian
Sidecar KOwners Club, the Great Lakes Sidecarist,
and the Michigan Road Riders M*A*S*H members.

See you all in 1984!
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Region News
NORTHERN ILLINOIS REGION NEWS
By Ed Johnson

The Northern Illinois Region committee meeting was held August 7th at the home of Jim and
Rosalee Rubens in Joliet, Illinois. Jim is one of our charter members, member number 12.

Since our humble beginnings he has greatly aided the organization in many ways. First and
foremost, he's on the National Committee as Historian of the USCA. His files are rich in material
from our origin to the present. Jim has photographed most all of what was done on the local scene,
and also at the many large rallies; he has photographed, video-taped, and voice-monitored at our
most important happenings. He's also editor of our local newsletter.

Jim gives unselfishly of his time and money to futher the sport of sidecaring. Through his efforts
the Northern Illinois Region has many and varied activities, setting an example chapters may emu-
late.

Some of the USCA's finest from the Northern Illinois Region: Debbie and Al Johnson, Charlie
Hall, Joyce Armour, Ed and Marilyn Johnson, Darryl and Phoebe Dover, Terry Strassenburg

and others
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Rally Story
ANOTHER JOURNEY TO
THE NATIONAL RALLY:
HOMEWOOD TO HOMEWOOD AND
HOME AGAIN

Having first attended a family reunion/pig
roast in Winchester, Tennesse, I rolled out at 6
A.M. on Monday on my way to the USCA's 5th
National Sidecar Rally. I must admit to feeling
quite giddy as I followed 300 miles of back roads
to Memphis. You see, this was the first time in
12 years of marriage that I was off on my own. I
had no one to answer to but myself.

Before leaving home in Homewood, Illi-
nois, I made a few changes to my BMW. First, I
took off the sidecar. This was to be left at home,
as I planned to travel light. After removing the
backrest and installing a Krauser top-box, I
mounted a new set of Conti Super Twins. Tuned-
up, gassed-up, and greased, then I was off.

After having lost my coat, tennis shoes,
Apple Warmer, and the bag they were in from the
back of the bike, I reached Memphis and I-40.
What can I say about I-40 from Memphis to Las
Vegas? One look at the map says it all. After
1500 miles of blistering heat, broken-down cars,
and trailers flipped by crosswinds, I made the
Las Vegas campground.

Thursday morning at 5 A.M. the alarm went
off, and I packed up my gear as usual. As I
splashed water on my face in the bath-room, I
heard someone say, "Hey, Homewood!" It took a
minute to realize this remark was directed at me.
Looking down the row of sinks, I spotted Dan
Ulvog attempting to shave a sunburned face. For
those who don't know Dan, he's the proud owner
of a beautiful red Indian Chief and sidecar. He
rode the Indian to the National Rally in Mercer
last year. That's quite a run for a marque that
hasn't been produced for 30 years!

My first question to Dan was, "Did you ride
the Indian?" But he was on a red Gold Wing.
Also along were his son Glen with a Gold Wing
sidecar combo, and their friend Herman on a 750
Honda.

Deciding to ride to the rally together, we
reached the site about 6 P.M., set up our tents on
a bed of pine needles, then proceeded to look
around. The campground was beautiful, with tall
pines and snow. Many sidecarists were already
there, and the Northern Illinois Region camped
together in one area. I must say, we were an
impressive lot.

I won't go into detail about the rally, as this
is just an account of my trip there and back. I
really missed having my sidecar. But it sure was
fun riding a thorough-bred through the moun-
tains. I'm no peg-scraping cafe racer, but I did
enjoy flicking it over now and then. The only
probler with riding fast is that I missed the scen
ery. So most of my time was spent riding slow.

On Sunday, with the rally over, I said my
goodbyes and headed for Harrah's Auto Collec-
tion in Reno. The antique cars didn't appeal to
me, but I enjoyed the fifties' custom cars, James
Dean's Mercury, and the collection of custom
three-wheelers. Each room has a guard on a
catwalk overhead to make sure you adhere to the
"DO NOT TOUCH" signs. I had visions of a
large dungeon under the museum with prisoners
chained to the walls wearing rags and signs that
read "CAR TOUCHER".

On Monday I started the slow journey home
on U.S. 50. I didn't have to be there until the 4th
of July, so I was in no hurry. This is a road I
recommend highly to anyone with a dependable
bike. It goes from mountain range to mountain
range, and across valley floors. About every 30
miles I would see another vehicle.

The highway was closed east of the Utah
border because of the normally dry Sevier Lake.
Even in the towns of Baker and Garr! son, my
BMW waded across water flowing over. the
detour.

Heading across Utah I heard that Colorado
had flooded. In Grand Junction they were just
moving the people back into their homes. I
decided to go north to Wyoming, ending up in
Pinedale. To the northeast of the campground
was a large mountain range.
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Rally Story
ANOTHER JOURNEY, Cont,

The map showed I could ride around it by
going to the Tetons and picking up U.S. 287 to I-
80. What a ride! Wild horses, deer, and elk
standing in the open areas watching me ride by. I
camped next to a fast-moving stream and was
put to sleep by the rushing water.

The next morning I headed out on Wyoming
13 towards U.S. 20, for the last scenic ride of the
trip. Herds of deer, 30 to 50 strong, stood along
the road. But when I stopped to take their pic-
ture, they would vanish into the woods. All I got
was a few "backside" shots. I was planning to go
home on Route 20, but got bored real fast in
Nebraska, so I followed U.S. 275 to Omaha and
I-80, arriving home one day early.

As I turned onto my street at 10:30 P.M.,
two blocks from home, the BMW's lights started
to flicker on and off. As I pulled into my drive-
way all the lights went dead. The next day I
found the ground strap had rotted in half at the
battery terminal. I scrounged one up from a
Harley and everything worked fine again.

Next year I'll be at the National Rally again.
Maybe I'll even bring a sidecar.

Terry is USCA's prospective-member
contact person, that is, he sends out information
to those who may be interested in joining the
Association. He's also the membership person for
the Northern Illinois Region.

Glen Ulvog, also mentioned in this article,
is a Technical Advisor for the Northern Illinois
Region.

Northern Illinois travelers to the National
Rally were more membership-oriented than
most; 85% were members of the USCA versus
only 70% of rally-goers in general.

The Tetons
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Sidecar Survey
INSURANCE
WHAT OUR SIDECAR SURVEY
SHOWED

Almost all respondents carry some sort of
insurance. But not all are real sure of their
coverage. Several reported that their sidecar is
not "recognized" by their insurance company,
which raised the question of whether they
actually have insurance should they need to
make a claim. Fortunately sidecarists rarely
make claims, but it would be nice to know if
you're covered.

In spite of the fact that over 60% were
"happy" with their insurance, nearly 60%
would change to another company for better
coverage at less cost. Most of the unhappiness
resulted from the high cost of inrance and the
fact that the sidecar is considered an accessory
and surcharged. This the sidecarists believe to
be most unfair. Insurance companies in other
countries offer up to a 50% discount on insur-
ance to sidecarists, rather than a surcharge of
up to 10% of the value of the sidecar!

With regard to no-fault insurance, not all
sidecarists know what it is, even though a large
number of states now require it. Sidecarists
opposed no-fault by two to one. Those in favor
quoted the freedom from being concerned
about whether the other guy carried insurance
or not, and the freedom from needing to sue
the other guy. Those opposed cited the high
increase in cost normally associated with the
introduction of mandatory no-fault insurance.

Because this issue is, or soon will be, of
vital concern to you as more and more states
adopt no-fault insurance, we will investigate
the pros and cons. We will continue to lobby
for a more enlightened approach by the insur-
ance people.

COMPARING DIFFERENT INSURANCE
COMPANIES

When Ed Johnson called me about some
really good rates offered by Dairyland on

insurance for motorcycles with sidecars, I
thought - why not - I could use some insur-
ance.

I had been out of the country for several
months, and had allowed my policy to lapse.
All I intended to do was to get some insurance
and then write a brief note to the SIDECAR-
IST about the good deal it was.

It did not work out like that. What I went
through is outlined, to illustrate that we still
have problems. In reading this saga, bear in
mind that all I wanted was a little liability
insurance to meet state law for my outfit.

First a call to a local Dairyland Agent. No
problem. Then from their underwriter in
Austin - no way. A call to their local manage-
ment - no problem. But from their underwrit-
ers - no, no way. A call to their national man-
agement - no problem. And their underwriters
- still no way.

Finally, it all came together. The under-
writers called my agent, and said that all hell
had broken loose. Give the guy his insurance.
Seems I had rattled a few cages. (In their
defense, the local manager was out of town
during the critical week.)

We can now count on cooperation from
Dairyland in any state they operate. (Please
advise me if anyone obtains evidence to the
contrary.) They specialize in low-risk, low-cost
insurance for serious, mature riders on large
machines. They are delighted to accept sidecar
insurance.

The agent who helped me so much
through all this tribulation was Ms. Carrol
Burnett of the Craig Insurance Company in
Houston, (713) 941-7172. This delightful lady
full appreciates and synpathizes with our
problems.

While this was going on I received from
other companies quotes from two to seven
times higher, for essentially the same coverage.
(That is what Ed was trying to tell me.)
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INSURANCE, Cont.
All companies mentioned in the table

following had no difficulty with the side-car.
Except that if collision coverage is required,
the sidecar is generally regarded as an acces-
sory. Therefore the premium for it is typically
increased by $10 per $100 value, which is a
good chunk.

The exception is National General, which
allows for $1500 worth of accessories. This
can include the sidecar. Any excess (for acces-
sories or the sidecar) is rated at $4 per $100
value, which is not too bad. National General
is the insurer for Rider magazine, for mature
riders of large machines. Call 1-800-325-1190
for a quote. (But they are not in Texas yet.)

Interesting comment from one insurance
agent: no frontline insurance company would
touch a motorcycle with a sidecar, because of
the increased accident exposure! (Have to go
to a small independent?)

Progressive can offer limits of liabil-ity of
up to 250/500/100, in case you should want
high liability coverage. However, their rate
structure appeared to vary according to the
agent. In the final analysis, their underwriting
department will provide a firm quote.

I found Allstate to be most evasive in
answering questions. (Somehow I recall adver-
tisements saying, "You're in good hands with
Allstate".) The local agent was somewhat ill at
ease, and almost hostile. He said, "Allstate
will not give insurance unless you have had
insurance with anybody during the past 30
days. The main office explained that this was
one of the criteria used to determine if a client
was a bad risk. This hardly makes sense in
cases like mine where you've been out of the
country, or for a person who has a self-insured
company car. Or what if the vehicle had been
stored? There are dozens of legitimate reasons
why a person might not have had insurance.

Another point - apparently some vehicles
are not insurable - even for liability only.
Why? "It's difficult to get parts." That hardly

Sidecar Survey
makes sense when Allstate is not at risk to
supply parts for liability insurance. The reply
was, "True, but maybe you want to get colli-
sion a month or two down the road, and then
we would be at risk." On a Jensen, they would
not provide liability only even if the Jensen
were garaged. The reason: people who own
Jensens get into accidents!

The fact that I've had no accidents,
claims, or moving violations in the past five
years was apparently not at all relevant, and I
am a Jensen owner!  I am also a member of the
Association of Jensen Owners and only rarely
do Jensen owners get into accidents.

Even if you have a standard auto like a
U.S.-built Ford, you may not be able to get
coverage if they know you also own a Corvette
(that you are not insuring with them). It seems
that Allstate will not insure a motorcycle with
or without a sidecar, unless you first have an
auto policy with them. And then only if you
have a motorcycle they can readily get parts
for. Maybe*

Allstate, by the way, was also somewhat
reluctant to provide any information when I
said I was doing an article on insurance. Still, I
promised them I would include their response.
I finally, by using my wiles, got a quote out of
Allstate for liability only. It was $236 annually
for 25/50/25, or about eight times higher than
Dairyland, so it seems they do not really want
our business.

On the other hand, the Texas AAA will
offer liability only for $40 annually, the same
as Dairyland, and you do not need to be a
member, nor does it need to be tied to an auto
policy. So there are some good guys out there.

*Ed. Note: In spite of having insured our
cars with them for years, and being a stock-
holder to boot, when I attempted to insure my
ex-husband's Vespa (which lived at my house)
so I could ride it (with his permission),
Allstate not only refused to insure the Vespa,
they cancelled my car insurance.
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INSURANCE, Cont.
STATE COVERAGES - the

three companies which appear to
be the best, Dairyland, National
General, and Progressive, offer
appropriate insurance in all states
except as follows:

State
Massachusetts D - N - P

Hawaii D - N - P

North Dakota P

South Dakota P

Montana P

New York D - N

New Jersey D - N

Delaware D - N

North Carolina D - N

South Carolina D - N

Rhode Island D - N

Vermont D

New Hampshire D

Connecticut N

Texas N

D = Dairyland

N = National General

P = Progressive

Comparative Rates - Harris County, Texas

Machine - 1974 Laverda 1000 (Value $3000) - Sidecar (Value $1000)

Company Liability Only Package Sidecar(1)

County Mutual: $ 86 (10/21/6) $510 ($300 deductable) $100 (10%)

Foremost: $ 95 (10/20/5) $585 ($250 deductable) $100

Southern County: $111 (10/20/10) $565 ($255 deductable) $100

Allstate: $236 (25/50/25)(3)

Longberg: $158 (15/30/15) $791 ($525 deductable)

Liberty Mutual: $288 $821(2)

National General:(Rider Touring Club) - Not offered in Texas.

Progressive: $82.10 $885

$66.00 $368 (outside of Harris County)

Dairyland: $40 $350

$30 (outside of Harris County)

State Farm: $254(10/20/10)3 $475(3)

$276 (15/30/10)3

AAA (Texas) $40

Note: This information is believed to be correct at the time of publication

1 Sidecar insurance is to be added to "package"

2 Includes Personal Injury Protection and Uninsured Motorist

3 In conjunction with auto policy only

Sidecar Survey
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Sidecar Survey
WHAT TO EXPECT

The last survey was conducted to let the motorcy-
cling-public-at-large know who the sidecarist was, and
what he was like. Response was fantastic. The results
were correlated into a booklet and available to mem-
bers on request. The highlights were published in the
Sidecarist.

This time is different. You'll share in all the data
collected, not all at once as the volume is too great, but
over the next several issues. This was your opportunity
to communicate with us, and in turn your thoughts will
be shared with all the members.

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
Our various local chapters are the grass roots of

our organization. However, in the past little direction
was given to chapter directors. Many wondered what
to do, and whether they were doing the right things.
Some chapters flourished, some fell by the wayside. To
provide help, a National Chapter Directorship was
established; Jim and Sue Krautz will supply positive
leadership in this field.

The survey question about local chapters wasn't
answered by one-quarter of respondents, as it was not
applicable to them. It is difficult to have a local meet
when the nearest sidecarist is a hundred miles or more
from you! Sidecaring is quite rare in some states. And a
successful chapter requires at minimum a small but
dedicated group of members, plus at least one key
person, to make it happen.

About one-fifth of respondents didn't know who
their local coordinator was, or even if there was one.

When asked if they thought the area coordinator
was doing a fine job, most said yes. About 25%
thought more could be done. With assistance from the
Krautzes, chapters will be able to be more responsive
to needs of members.

Only 10% of respondents said they could not or
would not assist at local functions.

Here are some of the ideas contributed by
members on what they would like to see at the local
and regional level:

a) Have many small chapters

b) Supply the chapter directors with guidelines on how
to operate

c) Provide better communication from individual
members to the Executive Committee, from the
Committee to the members, and from member to
member

d) Have "No Host" breakfast or lunch meetings on a
weekly, semi-weekly, or monthly basis. (This is how
the USCA got started, with monthly meetings at the
Plantation House.)

e) Have rides, rallies, picnics, technical meetings, or
other events

WHAT SIDECARISTS WOULD LIKE TO SEE
AS OPTIONS

Only a few purists fully appreciate their sidecar
exactly as the manufacturer delivered it.

The first option is paint. There is nothing nicer
than a fully customized paint job, so that the motor-
cycle and the sidecar blend together. Unless color-
coordinated, the sidecar hangs about looking just like
what it is - an afterthought. Because some sidecars
come only in basic black or white, either the sidecar
must be repainted, or the motorcycle, or both. Several
years ago this wasn't as bad, as accessories were only
available in your basic black or white, also. Today all
accessories, except from J. C. Whitney, are color-
coordinated.

Approximately 60% of sidecar outfits are color-
coordinated, according to the survey, most having been
done after purchase. A few sidecar manufacturers will
do this for you if you send a sidecover to be matched.
One will custom-match to original factory colors. Most
sidecarists would like to see color-coordinating by the
manufacturer as an option. Most were prepared to pay
extra for it, as long as the maker did not charge "an arm
and a leg" for the service.

The sidecarist would like to see as many options
available for his sidecar, it seems, as there are now
available for the family sedan. Some were quite sound
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ideas which could possibly be offered at little added
cost. Some were more complicated and costly. None-
theless, manufacturers take note of this shopping list:

a) Fully carpeted or deluxe, upgraded interiors

b) Vanity or map lights

c) Radio, tape-player, or intercom systems

d) Convertible tops

e) Removable hard tops

f) Tonneau covers

g) Auto or mag wheels

h) Independent body suspension

i) Front and rear bumper bars

j) Tow hitches

k) Auxiliary gas tanks

1) Brakes for sidecar wheel

m) Rear luggage racks

n) External passenger step

o) Rearview mirror

p) Cover to fit both cycle and sidecar

q) Seats that are more comfortable

r) Well-fitted windshields

s) Automotive battery

t) Winterization ( heater)

u) Air suspension unit

v) Additional lighting including brake lights, taillights,
turn signals, running lights, spotlights, driving lights

Some manufacturers, of course, already make
some of these options available. Others would custom-
ize options as long as they don't interfere with handling
or safety.

But remember, any option costs money. Say the
manufacturer is willing to offer it, will you pay the
price? Still, it does appear that at least a modest market
for options is viable.

Sidecar Survey
THE SIDECARIST

Generally, most members are happy with the
SIDECARIST in its recent format, although comments
ranged from "Mickey Mouse" to "fantastic". Twelve
percent were not entirely happy with the magazine, but
with your help it will change dramatically over the next
few issues. We know what you want and will try to
give it to you.

A few wanted full color covers. So would we, but
needless to say, this process is e-x-p-e-n-s-i-v-e. Still we
can always dream. Thanks for the idea.

The SIDECARIST should contain, according to
our most favorite critic, you, the following emphasis:

a) On all topics below, about 50% more Road Tests

Touring

Equipment Evaluation

Technical Assistance

Sidecar Evaluation

b) About 7% more on rallies

c) About 10% more on Local Chapters, Legislation

d) But on the Racing Scene about 22% less

For a while we were concerned when articles
written by the members were not coming in. But the
answer was simple, we hadn't asked you to contribute,
at least not for quite a while. Less than 30% wanted
professional "bought" articles. You wanted them to be
your own experiences, what you did and how you did
it.

About one-half the respondents said they could
and would contribute articles on a frequent or infre-
quent basis, on many of the topics referred to above. It
is necessary that we have your input, unless you want
to read nothing except the "journal according to HAK".
Contributions should be sent directly to the editor at the
USCA P.O. Box in Van Nuys. Or if you wish my help
to ghost write, which I would be pleased to do, just
send me your rough copy.
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We ask all members to keep their collective eyes
open, and send us articles on sidecaring in outside
journals, magazines, and newspapers we may have
missed.

Costs have continued to increase faster than
anticipated; one way to economize is to reduce the
number of issues of the SIDECARIST which we are
doing in combining the Nov-Dec and Jan-Feb issues.
But your general response (nearly 90%) was not to
reduce the number of issues. So this will only be done
if necessary as a temporary measure. On the other
hand, over 60% of respondents said they wouldn't be
too concerned if we had to increase the dues to bring
them the services they expect.

One disturbing note. One individual said he had
written to three Association officers on three separate
occasions, and received no reply from any. Ouch! On
behalf of those officers, please accept our sincere
apologies. We take your letters and communications
very seriously.

We cannot please all of the sidecarists all of the
time. However, with the help of your contributions, we
can come a long way to achieving our goal of pleasing
most of the sidecarists most of the time (but not all at
the same time).

HOW THE USCA CAN ASSIST MEMBERS
Most appeared quite content with the organiza-

tion, but several did take the opportunity to tell us how
we could help them more. Some of their suggestions
have been included under the SIDECARIST.

Here are a few more:

a) Photos and details on members' sidecar rigs, espe-
cially the home-made ones.

b) Much more technical information and tips, on how
to mount, how to align, how to solve the problems
met with, how to winterize sidecars, and road tests
on rigs.

c) Answer letters from members.

d) Provide plastic membership cards. The cardboard
ones get very dogged and worn.

e) Obtain discounts for members from suppliers.

Sidecar Survey
f) Take kindly to our veteran sidecarists.

g) Provide detailed information on tires.

h) Circulate USCA manuals to sidecar manufacturers,
so that installations can be more professional even
when performed by a novice.

i) Publish more letters from members, of problems
encountered and how to solve them. (This is in your
ball court. We cannot publish what you do not send
in.)

j) Publish financial statement on a regular basis.
Members would understand when and why dues
needed to be increased.

BUILDING YOUR OWN
Sidecarists are generally do-it-yourselfers, much

more so than motorcyclists-at-large. The earlier survey
showed that sidecarists typically keep their machines
much longer than does the average rider.

If troubled by a problem they set about to fix it or
to improve it, rather than simply trading the bike in on
a new model as the solo motorcyclist is more likely to
do.

When asked if they would be interested in
building a sidecar frame, almost 30% said they would.
An additonal 10% weren't sure. A similar response was
given when asked if they would be interested in
building a sidecar body. Some would use existing
frames like the Ural or the Watsonian and build their
own bodies. Others would build their own frame and
add a manufactured body! Over 50% said they would

interested in a manufactured kit they could put
together themselves. Several said they have built their
own frames or - bodies, or built from a kit.

Generally the reason cited was to save money.
Although for many, the sidecar is an extension of their
personality, and an expression of the desire to create.
Some of the home-made specials seen at the rallies are
very tasteful and professionally executed.

Manufacturers should take note of this apparent
trend.

Several years ago I built my own frame and body,
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but would caution all potential home-builders that you
must really know what you are doing, and realize the
tremendous stresses a sidecar must withstand. In my
experience, I had the sidecar wheel break off twice,
sidecar frame breakage, and broken mounts. Finally I
got all the stress members and mounts beefed up to
where it would hang together. So unless you have a
good deal of engineering expertise, leave the design to
the professionals, especially the frame, suspension, and
mountings.

Because of the interest in home-built sidecars, if
you have built your own frame' or body, I'm sure others
would be interested in your experiences. Why not write
an article on what you did, the problems en-countered,
and what you'd do differently if you were to redesign
it? If you send your article to me, I will be delighted to
assis with the preparation. Include sketches or black
and white photos or both.

Comparison with the UK FOSC Survey
It will be interesting to compare the Federation's

recently concluded survey with ours now underway. Of
all the 192 motorcycles in the English survey, about
22% were Hondas. BMW and BSA each accounted
for 10%. Suzuki, Yamaha, Ural, Jawa, Moto Guzzi,
and Kawasaki were about 5% each, with other makes
constituting the balance.

Of the 166 sidecars in their survey, about one-
third were Watsonians. Squires made up 13%, with
Busmars, Geminis, Wessexes, Briggs, Cossacks,
Steibs, and Jawas making up from 7 to 3% each, and
other makes or homemades providing the balance.

One single company held the lion's share of
insurance with a 54% slice. Twenty other companies
had greater and lesser 'pieces of the balance.

Over 30% of drivers had 3 years experience or
less. Twenty-two percent had been piloting between 3
and 9 years, 23% between 10 and 18 years, and 21%
between 19 and 39 years. A few had over 40 years
driving experience.

Sidecar Survey
Back to our survey, nearly all the members used

their outfits for pleasure, and about one-half used them
for work. For nearly one-half the members the sidecar
outfit is the sole means of transportation.

Very few drove less than a thousand miles a year,
or more than 15,000. Average annual mileage on
sidecars was 6,706. For sidecar plus other vehicles,
total average annual mileage is estimated at 13,000
miles.

Nearly one-third of the members also pull a
trailer, which generally weighed less than 224 lbs. (two
British hundred-weight). A few pulled trailers of over
500 pounds.

If you haven't completed our survey form in the
September issue, please do so and send it in. There is
no time limit. The results could be far reaching; they
may contribute to obtaining lower insurance premiums
for all sidecarists, so please give it what you've got.

A GRATIFYING RESPONSE
What can I say, I am truly overwhelmed. About

one in four of the respondents took the time to say how
he personally had been helped in his sidecar activities
by my letters or my books, or by my articles in the
SIDECARIST. To all my sidecar friends, that is the
entire USCA membership, thank you.

Of all the sidecar dealers or manufacturers, one
stood out like a prince. That was Doug Bingham of
Side Strider. Several others were also mentioned as
providing

very good assistance. And one appears to have
some problems in communcation. But to give him his
due, we received several responses telling what a good
job he did when personally fitting a sidecar in his shop.

On behalf of Doug, myself, and the rest of the
Executive Committee, we thank you for your good
wishes and confidence. When we've had the opportu-
nity to review all the material from the survey we can
promise you an even better served USCA. Again,
thank for your tremendous response.
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Member Profile
Don Kussart
Juneau, AL

Sidecars in Alaska? Why not? Where else
but in a state which is subject to an occasional
spell of wet or cold weather would a sidecar be
most appreciated? The USCA currently enjoys a
total membership of six in our northernmost
state. One of these is Don Kussart of Juneau, AL.

But perhaps due to the fact that Juneau is
tucked into the mountains along the Inland
Passage, enjoying a total of about 40 miles of
roads, Don elected to keep the Yamaha with
Velorex at the house of his brother in Illinois
There it's available for the Kussarts to use on
vacations.

Don and Janet went to Alaska in '69, after
college. Don went to work as a tour guide, now
drives a truck for a container cargo company,
though trained as a teacher. Janet is active in
community affairs, and works at the library in the
school attended by nine-year-old Kirka. Like
many, the Kussarts got into sidecaring when their
family expanded. They joined the USCA for the
technical advice and information provided by the
SIDECARIST. While timing and geography have
yet to permit their attendance at a National
Sidecar Rally, they hope to do so soon, perhaps
in 1984.
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Industrial News
THE GOODY SIDECAR KIT

Vern Goodwin of Vern's Cycle Shop sent in
photos of his very delectable sidecar. His sidecar
comes with complete instructions on mounting,
but he prefers to mount it himself. That way he
knows it's fitted correctly.

The mounts are custom designed for your
make and model of motorcycle. If you can't bring
your bike to him, he'll look for a machine just
like it so he can build a specific mounting sys-
tem.

He prefers to use a 3-point system because
it's easier to adjust for lean-out. But if a 3-point
mount doesn't look or feel right, he'll add the
fourth mount.

The sidecar weighs in at a modest 150
pounds, but has been fitted to various bikes from
a 400cc model up to a Gold Wing and also a
1980 H-D 80. Ballast is added if necessary.

The frame is of 14-inch square tubing. The
5-inch swinging arm on tapered roller bearings
supports a 13x155 radial tire. The folding wind-
shield is 17 inches high, and the hand-laid
fiberglass body is color matched to your ma-
chine. The unit can be detached quickly, and
when only three mounts are used it features a
lean adjust.

The fully-carpeted interior features padded
upholstery front and rear, and a fitted tonneau
cover is included in the package. A six-footer is
easily accomodated in the six foot body which is
23 inches wide and has 45 inches of leg room.

For more information, contact Vern.

Price: Basic Unit $1344

Deluxe Version $1464

VERN'S CYCLE SHOP

VERN GOODWIN

3737 LEWIS AVENUE

LINCOLN, NE 68501

(402) 475-9246

TRAILERS • SIDECARS • SERVICE &
FABRICATION

FITS DOWN TO 400cc. MOTORCYCLE
FRAME 1¼" SQUARE TUBE

5" SWING ARM ON TAPERED BEARINGS
13" WHEEL WITH 155 RADIAL TIRE

COLOR MATCHED
FOLDING WINDSHIELD 17" HIGH HAND

LAID FIBERGLASS
QUICK DETACH, NO NUTS & BOLTS

LEAN ADJUSTER
CUSTOM MOUNTS TO FIT YOUR BIKE

WEIGHT 150 LBS
23" WIDE, 6' LONG, 45" LEG ROOM

MOUNTED ON YOUR BIKE $1344 BARE
OR $1464 DELUXE
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Industrial News
Q.E.D. (Pty) Limited
PO Box 190 Edenvale 1610
23 Central Avenue
Edenvale, Republic of SA

Bike Mate Sidecars
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Industrial News

Dealer Information
See Page 34
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Industrial News

Dealer Information
See Page 34

Dealer Information
See Page 32
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Turner Industries
Sidecar - 1983 - 10 Second Mobility

The rushing wind, the landscape screaming past,
the freedom of riding a motorcycle! How many times
have you longed for the experience? The Turner"
Industries Side-Car lets you live your dream.

Turner Industries has turned your dream into
reality with its wheelchair adapted Turner" Side-Car
model. Only the Turner" Side-Car gives you the feel,
the comfort, and the safety that the discriminating rider
demands. Experience what you have never been able
to before: The ride of a truly advanced motorcycle
Side-Car system.

The Turner" Side-Car, years in development, uses
advanced technology and space age design to produce
a superior vehicle that surpasses the competition by
integrating many features others do not. The Side-Car's
headlight, suspension system, and structural steel
enclosure insure both comfort and safety. Our patent
pending hidden reverse mechanism gives the rider the
ability to maneuver in confined areas.

The dedication of our craftsmen to produce a
vehicle whose ride is unparalleled, has led to the
development of our advanced "SCC" suspension
system (Side-Car Contour Control). The Turner" Side-

Industrial News
Car enables the rider to wheel into the Side-Car, strap
himself in safely, and be mobile within seconds. This
eliminates the need for expensive van and car conver-
sions in addition to the hassles of getting in and out of
an automobile.

Since safety is not our only feature, we enclosed
our protective frame with a body styled with the rider
in mind. With our clean lines and aerodynamic design,
the Turner" Side-Car allows you to ride the highways
with the style of a classic look. The adventure, the ride,
the style, and the experience are waiting for you behind
the handlebars of your new Turner" Side-Car.

The hidden
reversing

mechanism
that gives the

rider the
ability to

maneuver in a
confined area
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Industrial News
Turner Industries - Sidecar - 1983 - 10 Secind Mobility

1331 S. Dixie Hwy., West Suite 9A, Pompano
Beach, FL 33060
Dade: 947-6200 Palm Beach: 737-1001
Broward: 943-0088 (800) 368-2387 Toll Free

1983 STANDARD EQUIPMENT
1. Encloses the rider inside a protective shell
of steel.
2. Hidden independent reverse mechanism.
3. Special "SCC" suspension system.
4. Two headlights: One on the motorcycle, the
other on the sidecar.
5. Equipped with dual disc brakes for quick
and even braking.
6. Emergency backup brake system.
7. Modified handlebars on bike for passenger
comfort.
8. Full ramp on rear of sidecar for easy and
safe entry and departure.

9. Easy to operate hand shifting mechanism.
10. Easily applied safety straps.
11. Available for conversion on a multitude of
motorcycle makes and models.

1983 OPTIONAL SIDE-CAR EQUIPMENT
• Hand Power Shift Mechanism
• Windshield
• Heater (on certain models
• Specialized Painting
• Full Roof Windshield
• Bucket Seat Model for Able Bodied
Individuals
•  AM/FM Cassette
• All Standard Motorcycle Accessories
• Roll Bar
• Shortened Rear Gate
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Sidecar History
Relics from the Past

From Melvin Thomas comes a gem from the past describing some 1919 sidecar models.

Majestic Manufacturing of Worcester, Massachusetts, offered a heavy sheet steel body, the
"Windsplitter", and the "Gunboat", on an underslung extra heavy seamless steel tubing frame, for $75
- quick detachable,

The Hendee Manufacturing Co. of Spring-field, also in Massachusetts, offered their Indian Maid
for $85. It had three-point bracing.

The Baxter Sidecar Co. of Dorchester. Massachusetts, used C type leaf springs or three-quarter
elliptical suspension and three point attachements, for $75, too.

Then there were the Lamy and Davis, also the Rogers, both built in Chicago. Other brands
included the National, the Hall, the Yale, and the Dunham, locations unknown.

If anyone has information on these or other sidecars of the era from 1910 to 1940, please drop
Hal Kendall a line.
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Book Review
Baja California Guidebook;
a Descriptive Traveler's Guide. Walt
Wheelock & Howard Gulick. 5th Ed., 1980.

Breathes there a motorcyclist with heart so dead
he never even dreamt of going to Baja? Gerhard and
Gulick, as the first version of this book was known, for
the original authors, was the standard guide in the old
days before the paved transcontinental highway opened
up Baja to all kinds of tourists.

Old Baja hands may not have noticed that their
favorite guidebook has been updated thoroughly, with
special emphasis on the connections between the
sideroads and the main highway and its few branches.

Now that the paved highway exists, leaners can
go to Baja. And rigids can save time for the byroads.
There are many complaints that Baja isn't the same as
in the old days, but the peninsula as a whole is so large
and so unpopulated that there is plenty left for the
explorer, as well as more comfort now for the non-
adventurous.

Gerhard, who used to work around the oil fields
and spent much time in the Latin American countries,
married a Mexican woman, settled down there, and
dropped out of the Baja guidebook business. Gulick,
who used to be a Glendale detective, ran into Gerhard
in Baja someplace, originally, and stayed with the book
for the rest of his life which sadly ended just recently,
after a long sickness.

Wheelock, who's published numerous small Baja
books from his own La Siesta Press, joined up after
Gerhard's departure.

Other Baja guidebooks exist now, but none more
thorough nor more intriguing to read as a "wishbook"
than this 27-year veteran. It contains a little bit of
everything about Baja - history, customs, wildlife, and
the like, as well as maps, road logs, and a bibliography.

In my opinion, Baja is better than the mainland in
every way. Overall, it is cleaner than the mainland,
therefore less chance of picking up the dread turista.
And the people are friendlier. Fresh fish are obtainable
right off the boat, and for even less of a pittance than in
former years, due to the very favorable current ex-
change rate. The various biotic provinces present a
variety of landscapes, some of them surely the strangest
in the world. The immense cardones make Arizona's
sahuaros look puny, and the boojums have to be seen
to be believed.

A sidecarist could do a lot worse than making a
Baja vacation a long term goal. The other California is
big, so a goodly amount of time should be available,
optimally, though Baja can be tasted by a short foray to
San Felipe on the Sea of Cortez, or south from Tijuana
in the part of the peninsula which is a twin to our
California, but unspoiled.

The book is available for $12 from The Arthur H.
Clark Co., Box 230, Glendale, CA 91209.

Dorde Woodruff
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I.D., ANYONE?
This is a sidecar I saw on a hard-tail Harley. The bike is of no particular importance, but the

sidecar is interesting. I have no idea what it is. The owner said he didn't, either, but he bought it off
an old Indian. The lower front mount is similar to the old style Velorex, that 4s, ball and socket.

From William E. Wyatt, Jr. Director, Central Illinois Region

This ‘n That

LEADING LINK FORKS
Dr. Geoffrey Roe, an expert on motor-cycle

suspension systems, reports that the leading-link
forks designed by Simon Engineering Labs at the
University of Manchester are patented in the U.S.
and the U.K., expected to be in production
shortly.

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENTS

Members are joining us from Germany,
Japan, and South America. Who can assist with
translation of letters and other material? If you
can help, please drop Hal Kendall a line at 1621
Palomino Lane, Kingwood, TX 77339.

Siderider Dealer

W.A. Durrant
Box 1010 Station A
Cloverdale Surrey
British Columbia
Canada, V3S-4P5

See P 28, 29
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SIDECAR EQUIPMENT
REGULATIONS OVERSEAS
By Hal Kendall

In Germany if you want to add a side-car to
your motorcycle, you can do so only if you have
one of certain models of the Italian Moto Guzzi
or the Spanish Sanglas. Or if you're prepared to
make designated modifications, you can install a
sidecar on one of ten specific motorcycles rang-
ing from 250cc to 1340cc. No other motorcycle
may have a sidecar fitted (those sold as complete
combinations are, of course, acceptable). BMWs
can be used in EML, HMO, or Troika frame
conversions.

This is somewhat curious. In America,
without such regulation, we see sidecars fitted to
almost every type of motorcycle without prob-
lems. These outfits have been very successful if
the sidecar is installed in a prudent and work-
man-like manner.

Theoretically, some light frames may distort
and not be suitable for solo use after considerable
use as a sidecar ma-chine. However, we have yet
to see any evidence to this effect. If anyone does
have evidence to support this premise, please
send to me.

Our thanks to Frans de Weers for bringing
this to our attention.

Sidecar Regulations, etc
LEITFADEN FUR
FREUNDEDES
GESPANNFAHRENS

Through the sharp eyes of Jim Rubens, the
USCA has received the excellent technical
publication above, in German. It describes all
there is to know about side-cars. Are there any
German-speaking sidecarists in the USCA who
would volunteer to help translate? There are 68
pages total. If we can find ten volunteers, that's
only seven pages each. Your efforts would be
appreciated by all the USCA members.

Contact Hal Kendall at 1621 Palomino
Lane, Kingwood, TX 77339.

REPRINT POLICY -
The article "3 Wheels on my Dragon"

reprinted in the October 1983 issue of the Side-
carist, was originally published in Bike magazine
of England, and reprinted by permission. How-
ever, the credit by-line was inadvertently omit-
ted. Our policy is, and always has been, to
acknowledge and give credit to the source of
reprinted articles.

GOOD STUFF
Besides the magazine article on the National

Rally previously mentioned, did you happen to
catch the one in Cycle Guide by T. J. Rafferty?
Rafferty who has been out of motojournalism for
a while surfaced at the rally. It's easy after read-
ing his stuff to understand his impressive creden-
tials in the field. A writer to watch for.

INVITE
Your SOB Partsman (Salvage Obsolete

Bikes, that is) William Baysinger of Fargo, North
Dakota, says to stop in and talk, have a cold pop
if you're going thru. They have lots of Japanese
and British parts, and some older BMW stuff.
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Racing News
BONNEVILLE: 1984
PROSPECTS
By Dorde Woodruff

Looks like it may be a while before sidecars or
anything else gets to run at the Bonneville Salt Flats
again. The BLM reports there's more water out there
now than last fall. Optimists thought the track might
dry up enough for racing last August. But by August
the sun has already weakened, and summer rains
polished off that hope.

When it does dry, Bonneville will be the best in
years. All that water has redistributed the salt for a
smooth, thick surface. One good effect of all that rain -
Kaiser's potash plant, the facility that has been taking
away unfathomable amounts of salt for decades, had to
shut down also. That will give the BLM a little more
time to try to get Kaiser farther away from the track.

Richard Noble's Project Thrust Land Speed
Record jet car went a little faster than Gary Gabelich's
record at Gerlach, a dry lake bed in Nevada, this
summer. A spokesman for the group ignobly bad-
mouthed the Salt, saying, "Bonneville looks likely to
be finished now." While it may be the answer for a jet

car with aluminum wheels, the dry lake bed is too soft
for wheel-driven vehicles, and has great possibilities
for mud and dust. Also it's even more remote than
Wendover. Officials from the Bonneville 200 MPH
Club surveyed the 16-mile track at Gerlach, and came
to those conclusions. There have been many LSR
applications to the BLM.

The beginnings of an official sidecar class at the
Bonneville Nationals came in 1978 when John Warren
ran his Zl-R TC/Motorvation rig through the clocks at
120 mph, and Gipe and Essaff their streamlined
roadrace rig at 125. There's always a rig or two at
Bonneville, even if it's only Old Bonneville Hand Mike
Parti. You have to consider the pit bikes, too. Sherrie
Evans generally brings her classic Harley three-
wheeler. And I plan on taking the Beemer with a stake
bed - so's I can haul a big ice chest. Bonneville in the
summer is hot.

The Southern California Timing Association's
Speed Week in August or September is a great spec-
tacle, but terribly crowded racing. The Utah Salt Flats
Racing Association July 24th 3 or 4 day meet provides
an opportunity to race your wheels off, being much less
crowded. Either, when the Flats finally dry, is worth
being the focus of a vacation trip, to spectate.

New 1984 #1: Bruce Lind / Jack Hart , Yamaha
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Club News
  DEUTSCHE MOTORRADER REGISTER

SERVING OWNERS OF VINTAGE GERMAN MOTORCYCLES

301 Phelps Av., Bergen field, N.J., 07621, U.S.A.
A non-profit association, the DEUTSCHE MOTORRADER REGISTER was founded and is directed
by Barton Taylor. The DMR is dedicated to the preservation, enjoyment, and use of
antique, classic, and vintage German Motorcycles. Membership is open to all present
owners or admirers of antique, classic, vintage, or contemporary German Motorcycles.
Member list, Parts sources,-Classified advertising, and Miscellaneous information is
provided to members via a Quarterly newsletter.

M E M B E R S H I P A P P L I C A T I O N

NAME DATE

ADDRESS CITY

STATE (county) ZIP COUNTRY

TELEPHONE ( ) AGE OCCUPATION

NOTE: The information you provide will be made available only to members of the DMR.
However, if you desire that all information requested about your motorcycles be

kept confidential, check here [__]

1. LIST YOUR VINTAGE GERMAN MOTORCYCLES PRESENTLY OWNED:
MAKE YEAR MODEL CCs COMMENTS

Do you own any other German motorcycles? If so, please list on the back or separately.

3. Please list names and addresses of anyone you know who owns or admires Vintage
German Motorcycles, and who is not now a member of DMR.

4. Please list any Parts Sources you know of.

5. Please send any ad you would like to have run free in the next issue of the
DMR newsletter.

    .6.
 
Mail the form with one year’s dues to the address above.

Dues are: USA, $3.00 CANADA, $3.00 ELSEWHERE, $4.00 (U.S.
funds) (Make checks payable to Barton Taylor)

27
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Old Poster
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Please use this form, or make a copy of it for your classified ad. Using the sample ad form the

fee is $4.00 private party and $8.00 commercial. PRINT YOUR AD USING ONE SPACE PER
LETTER AND LEAVING ONE SPACE BETWEEN WORDS. INDICATE "WANTED", "FOR
SALE", "EXCHANGE" BY USING "WI", "FS", "EX".

Make check or money order payable to THE UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION Send ad &
check to: The United Sidecar Association, Classified Ads Dept., PO Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409

ADVERTISING
BUSINESS CARD ADS

Placing a business card ad is $50.00 per year. The S50.00 includes your membership for one
year, thereby receiving the Sidecarist for one full year. You may place your business card for $35.00,
per year, exclusion of membership. These ads are for business cards only - whatever can be typed
onto the business size card will be accepted. Please send two business cards and check, payable to the
United Sidecar Association, 46 to: The United Sidecar Association, PO Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA
91409-8119
SUPPLEMENT ISSUE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Clubs, Promoters and S/C Chapters - if you want a two-page pull-out announcement of your
upcoming event to appear in the Supplement issue of the Sidecarist, the charge will be $50.00. This
will guarantee your announcement in one Supplement issue - but if received in enough time, 2 - 3
Supp. issues - and in the Calendar of Events for

up to one year ahead. The requirement for the two pages is that each page fit the dimensions of
8" X 10". Please include all pertinent information for your event such as; time, place, map, registra-
tion application, cost - if any, nearby facilities, activities included. Please have this on two separate
sheets of paper and ready for printing - if it needs a little touching up, we'll help out. If at all possible
have it "print ready". Please make checks payable to the United S/C association and send both your
check and 2 page pull-out to: United Sidecar Assoc. - Calendar of Events PO Box 8119, Van Nuys,
CA 91409-8119

IMPORTANT - If you are just placing an announcement in the Calendar of Events - this is FREE.
COMMERCIAL AD SPACE - WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND CHARGES.

PRESS RELEASES
Including black and white photons - always accepted and placed in INDUSTRIAL NEWS. it
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

FIRST TIME ADS
TRADE Handicapped rider will trade H-D 1980

FLH Classic, 80", tan and cream, full dress,
clean, lots of crome, for older H-D with
sidecar. Contact: Joseph Liebman #2506L P.O.
Box 1383, Lake Isabella, CA 93240

WANTED Handicapped rider looking for Harley
Davidson sidecar, metal or fiberglass. Price
reasonable. Contact: Joseph Liebman #2506L
P.O. Box 1383, Lake Isabella, CA 93240

FOR SALE OR TRADE 1964 Panther 650cc,
model 120, and Watsonian D/A S/C. 7000
original miles. New black imron paint Excel-
lent condition, $4000. Contact: Tom Aldrich
#69A Aldrich Assoc. Gateway 288 Littleton
Rd. Westford, MA 01886 617/692-8732

FOR SALE ‘72 Guzzi, 1000cc Eldorado, 1974
Centaur, Matched imron silver & black.
Multiple trophy winner East Coast rallies,
shows. Trailer hitch. Show or go. 47K. $4000.
Contact: Howard Andrews #414A 6 Lejune
Rd., Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 609/829-5304

FOR SALE Goldwing and Vetter Sidecar. Beau-
tiful, like new. 9500 miles, $8900 invested,
loaded, EB intercom, alarm, fog light, new
tires, Trade on desert property, or $6750.
Contact: Robert Walker #537, Box 2811,
Newport Beach, CA 92663 714/673-3662

FOR SALE First Edition, Three Wheeling
Through Africa by James Wilson. Across
Africa by sidecar - in 1936! Three copies
available, good condition, $15.00 each. Con-
tact: Mike Herte #997, 1038 Raymond Ave.,
Long Beach, CA 90804 213/433-5696

FOR SALE Vetter Terraplane in mint condition,
complete with Yamaha 1100 mounting kit.
$2500 Canadian, or will trade for smaller
Steib. Will help with shipping. Contact: Dave
Larmour #1085 22-140 Point Dr. NW Calgary,
Alberta T3B4W3 Canada

FOR SALE Beautiful '82 Gold Wing with Cal.
sidecar and sleeper trailer, all wine-berry
Hondaline equipped, very low miles, garaged.
$7900  W. D. Miller #1129M 2410 W.
Charleston Phoenix, AZ 85043

FOR SALE 1965 BMW R50 with Ural sidecar,
exc. condition, will separate, will deliver
within 60 miles. Contact: Gerald Draffkorn
#1336, 6911 Seminole Dr. Wonder Lake, IL
60097, 815/653-6057

FOR SALE 1968 BMW R60/2, Earles forks,
wide seat, Wixom Ranger, mechanically
excellent. 4000 mi on axle-to-axle rebuild.
Original paint, no rust. $1350/BO Contact:
David C. Murray, 2419 Briarhill, Lansing, MI
48917 517/321-8392

FOR SALE H-D, 1983 FLHT with sidecar, with
77 miles on it. $9495. Low mileage Contact:
Dorothy Wilwert, 240 E. 19th, Dubuque, IA
52001 319/557-8040

FOR SALE Sidecar, 1977 Bender, black. Aver-
age  $995 Contact: Ed Cole #1292C, 724 B St,
Taft, CA 93268 805/763-3930

FOR SALE 1969 BMW R69S, 27,000 miles, and
Steib SJ501 S/C. black, Heinrich fairing and
lowers, by Sidecar Restorations, $5000. Stuart
R. Goldstein #2065G, 128 Pioneer Drive,
Woodstock, GA 30188, 404/928-82547

TRADE Will trade Harley 74 any year with
Harley sidecar, restored or complete, running
and restorable. Ed Kaprelian 15 Lowery Lane,
Mendham, NJ 07945 201/543-7011

FOR SALE BMW R-75-M 1941 Military with
powered wheel sidecar. Almost Complete
$5500. Contact: Dennis Simon #1715S Balti-
more, MD 301/265-8694

FOR SALE OR TRADE '67 R60/2 with Velorex
S/C, runs good, $2500. Will separate. Will
consider trade for sports car. Contact: Glenn
Albert #1564 5243 S. Mill Ave  Tempe, AZ
85283 602/968-3007
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Classifieds

SECOND TIME ADS
FOR SALE Ural Jupiter Sidecar. 1000 dry miles.

Like new. Garaged  Patrick Huston, 4123 N.
Concord, Portland, OR 97217 503/249-3751

FOR SALE 1981 Goldwing w/Terraplane S/C
21,000 miles, excellent cond. $4,700.
Lockwood Doench, 5150 Drake Rd., Cincin-
nati, OH 45243 513/561-5818

FOR SALE Hein Gericke 36 liter gas tank for /6
BMW's. Black with white trim. Perfect cond.
$200.00. Contact: Al Schut, 309 So. 16th Ave.,
West Bend, WI 53095 414/338-1528

FOR SALE 1966 H.D. steel sidecar complete.
also old H.D. rigid package truck sidecar and
windshield assy. Dorothy Wilwert, 240 E.
19th., Dubuque, IA 52001 319/557-8040

FOR SALE 1981 California Sidecars Friendship
model. Mounts for GL1000 - $1,000.00 Ron
Crandell, 1808 Brigham Young Casper, WY
82604 307/265-5542

FOR SALE SideStrider sidecar MK1, Mounting
gear and extra tire chrome plated frame - $500
Earnie Moran PO Box 1085, 324 1st Ave. SW
Brewster, WA 98812 509/689-2768

WANTED Video Tapes (VHS only, please) of
1983 National Sidecar Rally at Lake Tahoe.
Contact: James Rubens, 503 Lavinia Lane,
Joliet, IL 60435 815/741-1537

FOR SALE 1977 850T3 Guzzi & 1970 Velorex
S/C outfit restored, repainted reupholstered,
$4000.00  Curt Tippin #1842T 8215 San Juan
NE Albugrque, NM 87108 505/255-2855

FOR SALE 1982 Terraplane, black with GL1100
hardware $1800.00 Like new - one short trip
Contact: Bob Edgerton #2105E 128 West
Lane, Aida, NE 68810, 308/382-4293

FOR SALE Left hand Watsonian Palma sidecar
chassis. Complete.  Doug Easton #1078, 141
Ash, Evanston, WY 82930 307/789-2958

FOR SALE 1946 Indian Chief with 1946 Princes
sidecar - spots, windshields, guards, tips,
lights, running boards. Immaculate $9,000.00
Contact: Gilbert Portillo, 773 Hacienda Ave.,
Manteca, CA 95336, 209/823-4874

FOR SALE 1982 Terraplane-Black/w Red. Gold
pinstripping. Very good condition. Asking
$1750.00 Contact: Dale L. Atkinson, RR 1
Box 228, Albany, WI 53502 608/862-3753

FOR SALE Suzuki GT750, lo miles, Vetter
fairing, bags, gas shocks, Hi-energy ign., ect;
Hitch Hiker sidecar, two-seater (f&r). Must
sell. $2,700.00 or best offer. May seperate.
Contact: John Rayski, 85 Scottsdale, Troy, MI
48084, 313/523-3040

FOR SALE 1964 BMW R60/2 Restored, excel-
lent condition with Watsonian Monza Sports
sidecar. $2700.00, George Thomas, PO Box
255 Wrightwood, CA 92397 619/249-6394

FOR SALE H.D. 1981 F.L.H. Classic 80" (red
on red with matching factory sidecar). 2000
Miles. $8900.00, William J. Lawler, 215/789-
8900 (ask for Fred)

FOR SALE  Watsonian Monza- Hyd. disk brake,
aux. gastank and pump, cony. top, tonneau,
floor mats, trunk lock, windshield vents, new
black paint and striping, BMW subframe,
BMW ball mounts, many more extras.
$2000.00  Lowell Sites, 4695 Grove City Rd.
Grove City, OH 43123 614/875-5304

FOR SALE Royal Coach "Kenna" model S/C.
Same model as in raffle in April-June issues
this magazine. Good condition. White, late
model, new tonneau cover, new tire. $700.00
O.B.O. Contact: Steve Mullins, 121B Winrow,
Ft. Huachuca, AZ 85613 602/459-2507
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